A letter from our president
Dear TESOL-SPAIN members,
We are certainly living in a very different world at the moment and our
daily lives have changed in many ways. On behalf of the whole board of
TESOL-SPAIN I would like to offer our support during this time. We are
all going through a period of adapting our teaching roles, some of us
have moved our teaching to online platforms to different degrees.
These changes bring extra challenges to our workload and dedication
to making our students’ learning a positive one.
In the past couple of weeks a number of experts in the ELT field have
shared tips and ideas on adapting our learning. (Cambridge ELT,
Express Publishing, British Council, Pearson, Macmillan, Russell
Stannard and National Geographic). The learning platform Future Learn
has also developed two courses to help teachers in different disciplines
to adapt their teaching to online platforms. We are also organising an
online mini conference for Saturday May 9th to help you keep up to
date with current teaching and learning. The poster is included in this
edition of the e-newsletter and more information will be coming soon
on our social media channels.
Don’t forget that if you missed the plenary speakers at this year’s
convention in Salamanca, or want to revisit and watch any of our
webinars, you can do so here and here. If you feel you would like to
share ideas and tips about your experience, then send these to our
media team for inclusion in the next issue of the e-newsletter.
Alternatively post and comment on our Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram accounts.
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The transition to online teaching has been a steep learning curve for
some of us, myself included, and I think we need to keep in mind that
we already do a great job of teaching in our different contexts. All we
are doing is changing that to a virtual environment, this doesn’t involve
using too many technological tools but rather caring and sharing our
passion for teaching in a different format.I really hope you are all
keeping safe and managing to look after yourselves and your family.
Take care and keep being the great teachers you already are,

Gerard McLoughlin
President TESOL-SPAIN
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Teaching in Troubled Times
- a personal journey by Anita Lutterkort
Like all other teachers in my region, I heard that schools were going to close the following day on Thursday
12th March. I never did believe much in Friday 13th, but in this case it lived up to its reputation. So basically
we had a weekend to reinvent ourselves, and in the case of a small academy, try and survive.
I obviously use a computer all the time to prepare my classes and even have digital text books, but I had never
used a learning platform before nor given a video class. Suddenly, Facebook and various blogs I follow were
full of tips and tricks of what to do and how to do it, but really there was hardly any time to read it all or take
part in an online courses etc.
My first thought was to keep the contact up with my students who range from 4 to adults. As I already had
WhatsApp groups for each class, I began by using that. Using my phone I recorded little videos of myself and
set them some work. I asked them to send me back their videos or audios answering my questions or reading
from their books. Yes, I know we have been encouraged to do this as part of our normal teaching, but I have
never managed it before. I soon found it really difficult to keep track of all the videos etc, aside from the fact
that my phone memory was getting too full and I kept on getting messages that I should clean it up. Yet another
thing to deal with!
After talking to colleagues, I decided to investigate Google Classroom, which is really just a place to set work
and keep everything together. At first it seemed complicated, but like everything techy, once you get the hang
of it, it is quite simple really. I also discovered how to use my computer camera and voice recorder, yes, we do
have them pre-installed, and my videos became a little less amateur. However, it was still taking ages to prepare
and the marking, which has to be done on an individual basis, made me spend long hours working. I mean it’s
not the same as going tick, tick, tick in an activity book.
Eventually, I got even braver and thought I would try a real time video lesson using Zoom. Again, I had no idea
how to do anything, but I found Sandy Millin’s blog posts on this very useful. I know you can do more, but so
far I have discovered how to show my coursebook material to my students and put on a listening which they can
hear (my first two attempts, they couldn’t). Of course, along this journey, I’ve had to help parents whose
computer knowledge is much less than mine, and for some, of course, it proved too difficult or time-consuming.
So, have I saved my business?– only time will tell – but I still have a small number of students with me. And
you know what, they are the best students – the ones whose parents really want them to learn English. None of
them need me to pass school exams, but they do want to improve and extend far beyond what is offered at
school. I have also seen how parents help their children with their work, particularly in the case of younger
ones. This parent collaboration is so important. The children want to please their parents and in fact it is an
activity they can do together. So, although I know it is hard on the others whose parents cannot help or are too
stressed by their jobs or situation, in fact it is showing me or giving me another relationship with these children
and families.
And all this time, I have been living with the virus at home- but that’s another story. The good thing is that
virtual classes mean your students can’t catch it from you!
Author bio: Anita Luttergort is the TESOL_SPAIN Area Coordinator for Castilla- La Mancha
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FEATURED ARTICLE : SHOULD EFL TEACHERS
TEACH BUSINESS ENGLISH OR GENERAL
ENGLISH LANGUAGE IN COMPANY CLASSES?
Maggie Quintané
The increasing use of English for international
purposes has brought about the birth of English as
a lingua franca, which is not only used in Europe,
but also in many other non-English-speaking
countries. Hence, EFL courses like Business English
have sprouted in different countries. Some
definitions of Business English state that it is the
type of English used in business contexts such as
international trade, commerce, finance, insurance,
banking, and many office settings. Thus, it focuses
on particular vocabulary and grammatical
structures used in such settings (Spencer, 2017).
Context is relevant in English for specific purposes,
so Business English is a specialism within English
learning and teaching. Recent research done in the
field argues that a learner needs to have a good
understanding of the culture, circumstances,
purposes, incentives, goals of a specific academic
genre as Business English, so as to use it properly.
Business courses are designed to help workers,
professionals and businesspeople improve
communication skills. In Spain, many EFL teachers
working for language schools teach in-company
classes, as I do myself. However, I have the
impression that many a time some company
associate workers and managers who have been
learning English for years cannot manage to
communicate as fluently and accurate as they
should. For this reason, a decision needs to be
made whether to teach Business English or General
English and most of times I go for the latter, or a
mixture of both.
Consequently, after the first preliminary classes, it is
important to assess students' strengths and
weaknesses to design a syllabus that fits their
necessities. It is vitally important that they are able
to explain their roles and working environment.
Skills training, error correction and communication
achievement become my general goals.

Maggie Quintané Hierrezuelo is a
bilingual writer and teacher-trainer
settled in Bilbao, Basque Country. From
1989, she has dedicated herself to
teaching English language as a teachertrainer for the Foreign Languages
Faculty of “Enrique José Varona" of the
University of Pedagogical Sciences in
Havana City. A passionate linguist, she
also studied German in the same
university. Having taught in the US,
Germany and Spain, she has experience
in the public, state-assisted and private
education sectors and has taught young
learners, teens, and adults. She has also
studied some French and Basque in
Bilbao.
In 2004, she studied German literature
at the Campus of Arts in the University
of the Basque Country in Alava, and
since then he has taught English as a
foreign language in private education.
Some years later an MA on Language
Acquisition in Multilingual Settings at
the same university followed.
Maggie has been a member of the Word
on Word Writers Club and she is coauthor of the book Relatos +2012, a
project that was born in the heart of a
Google + community and that dedicates
all the proceeds from the book to the
charity Librería Libros Libres. She has
also had a bilingual blog on literature.
Her current interests include exploiting
and doing research on a pedagogical
model she has developed, using
collaborative writing, other techniques
and the teaching of text genre to teach
writing to secondary learners,
undergraduates and graduates.
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We can complete the syllabus by asking students what their goals are and adopting
them as well. Company learners work not only in business, but also in financial,
technical and other areas, so the teacher needs to have a wide knowledge-base.
Nevertheless, the vast majority of learners have a sound knowledge of the genre they
use, especially in writing, while they do need to develop the ability to speak in their
social career environment. If they should use some technical vocabulary you do not
know, rely on them to explain it to you. It has proven to be very useful for students to
define, explain and describe materials, parts or machines they are constantly dealing
with. Consider their contributions to design your syllabus.
Personalize the learning process
Given the fact that some learners endure the pressure of improving their
communicating skills at work and at meetings while travelling on business trips, they
all may need to refine their preambles to talk about their career experience and
expertise, the history of the company and other facts and issues related with their field
of work. These speakers may also have to work on presentations, and attend, supervise
or conduct video conferences, so accurate and fluent communication becomes more
relevant. Working on the appropriate language use and pronunciation is necessary to
fill those gaps in their knowledge. Thus, building up a repertoire of practical phrases –
using collocations and idiomatic phrases, may help them feel capable of speaking in
an authentic way, and, as a result, their confidence may improve.
Inspire your students
Even though motivating and stimulating your learners may be considered
requirements of every kind of lesson, it is sometimes forgotten when teaching English
as a foreign language (EFL) in companies. On the contrary, this target learner needs to
be more driven and stimulated in such a way that EFL classes become fun and worth
attending, beyond “the (common) choice of a particular action, the persistent effort
expended on it, (Dörnyei, 2006 pp 9)” known as motivation. Teachers need to prepare
materials that will provoke interest in EFL learners, improve the attitude toward this
second language (L2) community, better the attitudes toward learning L2 and push
the desire to learn it, (Dörnyei, 2006 pp 11). Your own behavior, your own motivation,
has to serve as a model to drive your students’ motivation.
Set a personal example with your own behaviour
To this end, ice breakers and warm up activities, such as association games to guess a
word or chunks of phrases, word races, tongue twisters to improve pronunciation,
offer the opportunity to stop learners get the jitters, feel comfortable and expectant.

Should EFL teachers teach Business English or General English
language in company classes?
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Make the classes more interesting.
Although some think that the development of the lesson should be “less recreational,” class
material can be relevant and topic related while being enjoyable too. Be it a group or a oneto-one class, the syllabus has to be suitable for your learners’ needs. Hence, activities carried
out during English sessions should be practical, to empower working adult learners to face
real life situations, such as making and closing a deal, presenting a product, conducting a
meeting or a debate, supporting arguments and making proposals.
Moreover, if you use a course book, use it as a guide, not as the only source. Online
newspapers, company blogs and sites, product and service advertisements such as
brochures, are sources of authentic material that we can use to enrich vocabulary, improve
the use of grammar, reading comprehension and speaking skills as well as pronunciation.
Studies state that working on collaborative tasks with feedback provided whenever needed,
makes learners feel more encouraged to try what they learn outside of the classroom
boundaries.
Promote learner autonomy
Create a pleasant, relaxed atmosphere in the classroom
Until recently there has not been much attention given to the different external factors that
influenced learners’ motivation like the classroom atmosphere. A pleasant and comfortable
ambiance will incite more participation and thus, learning. Most working learners attend
classes at their place of work, the company, which may mean making an extra effort to focus
on English classes. They often find it hard to leave work issues aside, so it is better to use that
energy they bring with them. Allow them to talk about what worries or occupies their minds:
a delayed shipment, an urgent offer to place, deadlines, etc. If you have agreed on it, try
recording that real conversation or monologue and work on it later. Show interest and
respect for their speech, so they can give vent to what bothers them. Provide direct
corrective feedback, if they cannot correct themselves, and take advantage of the situation
to revise grammar and vocabulary, providing the appropriate collocations and new
vocabulary.
Do not forget pronunciation. Teach and practice word stress, rhythm and intonation. Relax
the atmosphere with pronunciation drills, for example holding a sheet of paper in front of
their lips to produce P, T, K and B, D, G. Use minimal pairs to drill long and short vowels. End
with a tongue twister or watch a video clip, if necessary. Adults are open to talk about no
work-related topics. Adjust your lesson to their mood and prompt them to write a short text
about any news and comment it. In other words, encourage their learning process in any
possible way having handy solutions or improvising. Using new technologies in class will
help you in those moments in which your class plan cannot be followed.

Should EFL teachers teach Business English or General English
language in company classes?
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To sum up, in-company EFL classes are is a challenging teaching environment. You will
need to have corporate learners get out of their comfort zone to learn how to
communicate in different situations, so that their skills can be enhanced. A balance
mixture of both Business and General English will provide you with the tools to face incompany lessons. They are willing to raise their abilities to higher degree and you are the
service provider to lead them achieve their goals. Why not follow Dörney’s & Csizér’s
commandments for motivating EFL learners (Dörney & Csizér, 1998, pp 215)?
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THE LINK BETWEEN
SCIENCE AND LANGUAGE
Graham Jones
The theme of this year's TESOL-SPAIN convention was
"Breaking barriers". As an English teacher with a background in
astrophysics, my least favourite barrier within education is the
one between science and the humanities. The two areas are
more deeply intertwined than we often appreciate.
For instance, in his opening plenary in Salamanca, Lindsay
Clandfield pointed out that our ideas about robots mostly
come from science fiction (step forward C-3PO et al).
Significantly, this is true even for scientists and engineers:
"Many of the things that people in robotics and artificial
intelligence do — they're quite open about saying they are
following things that they were obsessed with as younger
people through science fiction," noted Lindsay.
In the same spirit of "Breaking barriers", before I began my
Sunday-morning presentation in Salamanca, I did a warm-up
"challenge" to highlight a link between astronomy and
language. If you'd like to have a go, here it is...

Can you solve this
logical-thinking
puzzle?
In Japanese, the names of the five
planets that can be seen with the
naked eye are:
Mercury - suisei
Venus - kinsei
Mars - kasei
Jupiter - mokusei
Saturn - dosei.
If the Japanese word for Tuesday

In Japanese, the names of the five planets that can be seen
with the naked eye are: Mercury - suisei; Venus - kinsei; Mars kasei; Jupiter - mokusei; Saturn - dosei. If the Japanese word for
Tuesday is kayoubi, what is the word for Friday? Is it (a)
suiyoubi, (b) kinyoubi, (c) mokuyoubi, or (d) doyoubi?
If you only speak English, the puzzle is impossible to solve. If,
however, you speak Spanish, it becomes an exercise in logical
thinking. Tuesday (kayoubi) is related to Mars (kasei) in the
same way that martes is related to Marte; from this we can
deduce that Friday is kinyoubi (since viernes is related to
Venus).
This can be an interesting topic to think about with students.
English retains three clear connections between celestial
bodies and days of the week: Satur(n)day, Sunday and
Mo(o)nday. For the other days, the connections are still there,
but they have been hidden beneath a layer of Germanic
influence. For example, Tuesday comes from the Norse god
Tiw, who is associated with Mars. Spanish, meanwhile, has lost
two connections: sábado comes from the Sabbath (not Saturn),
while domingo comes from Dominica (the Lord's Day).

is kayoubi, what is the word for
Friday?
Is it:
(a) suiyoubi
(b) kinyoubi
(c) mokuyoubi
(d) doyoubi?

(The answer is in the article)

Author bio: Graham Jones teaches at the University of Shiga
Prefecture in Japan. He used to live in Requena (Valencia), and will
return there soon. His website is tensentences.com.
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Convention Reports
TESOL-SPAIN 43rd Annual National
Convention 6-8 March, 2020
by Carolina Garcia Salas

This report is intended to voice my opinion as a grant-winning English teacher at the
convention. This year it was organised to foment the inclusion of people who have physical
and mental disabilities in education. It started on Friday afternoon and ended on Sunday
afternoon. During this event there were many seminars about different disabilities included
in our educational curriculum. Besides that, the attendees at this event had the opportunity
to go to other seminars organized around different disciplines in English teaching such as
technology, phonology and cross curricular activities integrated in our curriculum.
Nevertheless, I participated in the areas which I was mainly interested in, including
psychology, physical and mental disabilities, gender inclusive practices, gamification, ICT
and phonetics applied in English education. Words do not exist to describe the
professionalism of the speakers, the organization around the event and how comfortable we
were made to feel including energizing coffee breaks, suitable books offered by professional
editorials and even a raffle in the historical building of Salamanca University.
All these elements make me feel how lucky I was to have this wonderful opportunity.
Besides, it makes me recommend it to all English teachers who want to improve their
professional career and to share an amazing experience with other partners from Europe
and even America.
Thank you TESOL SPAIN
And see you in Madrid 2021!!
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Report on APAC 35th Annual ELT Convention
January 30 – February 1, 2020
The convention was held in its usual location of the University Pompeu Fabra at the Campus
Ciutadella. A convenient location to get to from anywhere in the city of Barcelona, and close
enough to the beach to get away from all the learning - although as I live in Barcelona, this was
not an attraction for me.
The theme this year was ‘Going Global’ and this was reflected in many of the 50+ talks available
over the three days. I’d like to share some of my reflections on some of the talks I attended.
Maria Gonzalez-Davies and Mireia Trenchs-Parera were very engaging with their question and
answer session with Angels Oliva, President of APAC. They discussed the research they have been
working on in local schools concerning plurilingualism. This was based on data they had collected
from the student’s landscapes and taking the ‘new’ perspective that students switch on,
according to the person and the language they use. They admitted that there were some
challenges: one of these was the ability to admit we are plurilingual and to open the door to other
languages, in a way to acknowledge, accept and find ways to introduce other languages into the
classroom. They also discussed some of the teaching and practices needed to make this a reality
and a positive learning experience. Some of these included a language map in the classroom, a
language silhouette (where students relate different parts of their bodies to people and the
different languages – fascinating to see how young students associate people to different parts of
the body!), making a photo diary of languages in the local neighbourhood (getting them to notice
good examples, bad examples and translate them so that they are better).
Robin Walker’s talk helped us notice just how global our English is. The main focus was on
pronunciation as a lingua franca: looking at accent and intelligibility. Should we be looking at
international intelligibility instead of trying to sound ‘native-like’. Robin is passionate about this
area of language and recommended ‘Easy Recording’ transfer site. If you are interested in finding
out more about his work then take a look at www.englishglobalcom.com.
One thing I always do when I attend a conference is go to a talk on an area that I don’t normally
teach or given by a new speaker. With this in mind I attended Colin Young’s dynamic workshop
on ‘memorization techniques that work’. His session was packed with useful ideas to help
repetition, recall and produce lexical items.
I am grateful to both Angels Oliva (president) and Usoa Sol (vice-president) for making me feel
welcome and putting together an interesting programme. I fully recommend attending the next
convention in 2021.
Gerard McLoughlin
President TESOL-SPAIN
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Greening TESOL-SPAIN
A few months ago we ran a competition to gather ideas and suggestions for…
Greening TESOL-SPAIN
Our competition winner was Katy Ward-Edwards, whose ideas for greening our 2020 convention
won her a year's free membership to TESOL-SPAIN. Unfortunately, the looming outbreak of
Coronavirus stopped Katy from joining us in Salamanca, but we did take heed of her suggestions.
Katy suggested:
Offering virtual conference tickets - there can be webinars and live broadcasts and such like,
which could save some people physically attending and, then, reduce their carbon footprint
Because of the circumstances, we did in fact reschedule 6 of our speakers, including plenary and
keynotes, and had virtual sessions instead. Although we had not planned these, they worked
very well and feedback from both convention-goers and the speakers themselves was very
positive.
Catering accordingly, so the caterer is one who/which doesn't waste food and, ideally, sources
locally
Our catering was done by the university caterers and kept local!
No single-use plastics allowed by any type of participant. Team up with a supplier that offers
bamboo or the biodegradable alternative to plastic. Drink glasses or cups can be purchased for
1€ which can be refunded when the glass or cup is returned, if dining options allow this, and
the glasses or cups could carry the TESOL-SPAIN logo.
Our cocktail and all the coffee breaks used china and glass rather than plastic cups, and Express
Publishing not only set up drinking fountains around the venue, but also gave glass drinking
bottles to all convention-goers (just missing the TESOL-SPAIN logo!)
Ideas from other competition entries included cutting down on the size of our programme
(check), using recyclable tote bags (check) and having QR codes for added information and
feedback (check).
Many thanks for sharing your ideas and making TESOL-SPAIN’s 43rd annual convention greener
and better!
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What's new?
Meet Claire Potter

Introducing the first ever
TESOL-Spain
online conference!

Meet Claire Potter, our new TESOLSPAIN Area Coordinator for Seville.
I am Director of Training at Clic, IH
Sevilla and Malaga, run Celta and
Delta and IH Young Learner courses,
teach teens, love travel, watching
Sevilla FC and going to the gym
(currently on a diet and fitness
programme and have lost 18 kgs
since September) . I have often
attended TESOL conferences both
locally and nationally and feel that
Sevilla should have its own
coordinator and conference at some
stage, hence the decision to accept
the offer of the post.

Click here to see a short video with all the times
and titles. And keep an eye open for more details
on our social media channels!
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A request for help
Dear Language Teacher,
We are writing to invite you to take part in an online
survey about your psychological and social experiences
during this period of the coronavirus pandemic and the
effects of switching to teaching online or remotely. The
survey is completely anonymous and your participation is
voluntary. It will take 10-15 minutes to complete.

Online survey
about psychological
and social
experiences during
this period of the
coronavirus

Please note that some of these questions can be
considered sensitive, so if you are having difficulty coping
these days, feel fragile or are concerned that responding to
these questions might have a negative impact on you in any
way, please do NOT continue.

pandemic and the
effects of switching
to teaching online
or remotely.

Many thanks for your contribution. We hope you and your family stay safe and
well.
Best wishes,
Sarah Mercer, University of Graz, sarah.mercer@uni-graz.at
Tammy Gregersen, University of Sharjah, tgregersen@aus.edu
Peter MacIntyre, Cape Breton University, peter_macintyre@cbu.ca

LINK TO SURVEY: https://forms.gle/j2gJ7WxQnBdW8nd97

Thank you!
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La información contenida en este mensaje y/o archivo(s) adjunto(s), enviada desde
TESOL - SPAIN (Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages), es
confidencial/privilegiada y está destinada a ser leída sólo por la(s) persona(s) a la(s) que
va dirigida. Le recordamos que sus datos han sido incorporados en el sistema de
tratamiento de TESOL - SPAIN (Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages) y
que siempre y cuando se cumplan los requisitos exigidos por la normativa, usted
podrá ejercer sus derechos de acceso, rectificación, limitación de tratamiento,
supresión, portabilidad y oposición/revocación, en los términos que establece la
normativa vigente en materia de protección de datos, dirigiendo su petición a Avenida
Ramón y Cajal S/N Edificio Viapol Portal A, Planta 4 Nº13, 41018, Sevilla o bien a través
de correo electrónico: tesolspainpresident@gmail.com ;tsantana44@gmail.com.
Si usted lee este mensaje y no es el destinatario señalado, el empleado o el agente
responsable de entregar el mensaje al destinatario, o ha recibido esta comunicación
por error, le informamos que está totalmente prohibida, y puede ser ilegal, cualquier
divulgación, distribución o reproducción de esta comunicación, y le rogamos que nos
lo notifique inmediatamente y nos devuelva el mensaje original a la dirección arriba
mencionada. Gracias
The contents of this message, as well as the contents of any attachments sent by
TESOL-SPAIN (Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages), are addressed
exclusively to the addressee(s) and may contain privileged or confidential information.
We hereby inform you that the personal data contained in this document, including
any contact information, is protected in accordance with the General Data Protection
Regulation (2016/679) and other current legislation regarding the protection of
personal data. We remind you that TESOL-SPAIN (teachers of English to Speakers of
Other Languages) will process the data in order to manage the relationship you have
with us. The data will be retained while the purpose for which it was collected is
maintained. You can request access to your personal data at any time. You also have
the right to request the correction, cancellation, copying or deletion of your personal
data; for this you must contact Avenida Ramón y Cajal S/N Edificio Viapol Portal A,
Planta 4 Nº13, 41018 Sevilla, or by email to: tesolspainpresident@gmail.com ;
tsantana44@gmail.com.
Access to this information by persons other than those designated is not authorised. If
you are not the indicated recipient, you are hereby notified that the use, disclosure
and/or copying of the contents of the message without authorisation is prohibited
under current legislation. If you have received this message in error, please inform the
sender immediately by email, copy the original message to the email address
mentioned above and proceed to delete the mail received.
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